What are whys you can address each of these situations?

Your 4-Her’s are working on a science experiment in small groups. Sammy, Tyler and Nate are sitting together. Sammy flicks a rubber band that is part of the science supplies at Tyler. When Tyler ignores him, Nate starts smirking, picks up the rubber band and flicks it at Sammy. Soon, the boys have forgotten what they are supposed to be doing; they start giggling and throwing the rubber band back and forth.

Youth are coming into your meeting. Audrey is extra hyper today. She wants to share everything that has been happening in her house; they got new baby chicks, and her grandma is coming to visit! This is a busy meeting as plans need to be made for the food booth at the fair. Audrey keeps interrupting to talk about the baby chicks.

Tommy has texture issues and is constantly touch other youth. He is not hurting anyone, but youth have told you it makes them feel uncomfortable.

You have a small club with only five girls. During recreation, you overhear a four of the girls talking about the pants the fifth member is wearing. They are making fun of her and laughing. The girl they are talking about, has not heard these comments. You have noticed that she is rarely included with the four girls in activities and you know these four girls hang out together in other situations.